Zirconium alloys are the most widely used nuclear fuel cladding materials for light water power reactors where 1 irradiation damage causes solute redistribution, leading to degradation of alloy properties such as corrosion resistance. Designing radiation-tolerant zirconium alloys requires a thorough understanding of the atomic-scale transport behavior of the alloying elements in Zr. We perform density function theory calculations to investigate the diffusion of Sn, Cr, Fe, Be, Al, and Ni in the HCP Zr matrix. We develop a methodology to accurately model 2 the metastable vacancy states along the basal migration path, known to occur in group IV metals. We compute the vacancy-mediated solute diffusion coefficients and drag ratios using the kinetic Monte Carlo method and an analytic Green's function method-the agreement between the two validates our methodology. The computed diffusion coefficients of Sn and Al show good agreement with the experimental data and we expect these solutes to diffuse via the vacancy-mediated mechanism. We use a Green's function approach, parameterized with data from density functional theory calculations, to compute the interstitial diffusion coefficients of Cr, Fe, Be, and Ni in the hexagonal closed packed Zr lattice. The computed diffusion coefficients of Cr, Ni, and Be agree with the 3 experimental measurements within one order of magnitude, while those of Fe are within two orders of magnitude of the experimental measurements. The drag ratios for Cr, Fe, Be, and Ni are positive up to 1235 K, which suggests that nonequilibrium vacancy fluxes could drag these solutes toward sinks such as dislocation loops and grain boundaries. We also compute the transport coefficients without including the metastable states, and using the eight-and thirteen-frequency model. Our results show significant differences in drag ratio for the eight-and thirteen-frequency model predictions compared with the Green's function methodology, but smaller errors in the solute diffusivity. Combining interstitial and vacancy-mediated diffusivities, we predict the unusual result that increased vacancy concentration slows down solute diffusivity, while a sufficiently high vacancy concentration can change the dominant mechanism to an accelerated vacancy-mediated diffusion.
Zircaloy-4(Sn,Cr,Fe) [2] . The solutes Sn, Cr, Fe, and Ni are 39 major alloying additions in the zirconium alloy claddings 40 [2] , and exposure of these alloys to neutron irradiation is 41 known to cause a redistribution of alloying elements [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] * ajain17@illinois.edu † p.burr@unsw.edu.au ‡ dtrinkle@illinois.edu availability of massively parallel computing facilities have 48 allowed density functional theory (DFT) simulations to deter-49 mine the atomistic properties of point defects [12] . Combining 50 DFT results with advanced diffusion models [13] helps con-51 nect the macroscopic properties with the complex interplay 52 of processes that occur on an atomic scale [14] [15] [16] . For the 53 present study, we focus on the four major alloying elements, 54 as well as Be and Al in the HCP Zr matrix. Aluminum 55 could potentially diffuse in to the Zr matrix from the Fe-Cr- 56 Al alloy coatings being developed to improve the oxidation 57 resistance of Zr [17] . Beryllium addition could also improve 58 the oxidation resistance based on a recent computational study 59 of Be stability in Zr surfaces [18] . 60 First-principles studies have computed defect energies 61 and migration barriers of vacancies [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , self-interstitials 62 [25] [26] [27] , and solute-vacancy complexes [28, 29] in the Zr 63 matrix; however, the information is insufficient to characterize 64 solute-vacancy flux coupling and there are open issues such 65 as the modeling of metastable vacancy configuration in Zr 66 [22] . First-principles calculations have shown that group IV 67 HCP metals such as Ti [30, 31] and Zr [22] exhibit a double- 68 humped basal vacancy migration barrier (cf., Fig. 1 solute-vacancy states [31] , resulting in a complicated diffu-74 sion network, but existing diffusion models for HCP such 75 as the eight-frequency model [33] and the thirteen-frequency recent study [15, 16] 
on vacancy-mediated diffusion in HCP

78
Mg illustrated the use of an exact Green's function [13] (GF) 79 approach that computes accurate transport coefficients for any 80 arbitrary crystal, but there are no studies to validate the results 81 of this approach for a system with metastable states.
82
The solutes Fe and Ni were shown to segregate toward 83 grain boundaries in irradiated zirconium alloys [35, 36] while 84 Sn, Cr, Fe, and Ni form nanometer-sized clusters in the 85 vicinity of dislocation loops [37] [38] [39] . In particular, Fe appears 86 to cluster near ⟨c⟩-type dislocation loops which are vacancy 87 type [39] , suggesting correlation between solute and vacancy sivity show that Cr [40, 41] , Fe [42, 43] , and Ni [43, 44] are 92 fast diffusers in the Zr matrix, and the interstitial mechanism 93 is likely dominant under equilibrium conditions. On the other 94 hand, the diffusivity of Sn in the Zr matrix [45] is similar to 95 self-diffusion of Zr [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , suggesting a vacancy-mediated 96 mechanism, but clustering of Sn appears to be anticorrelated 97 with Fe and Cr [37, 39] which suggests Sn and vacancy fluxes 98 could also be anticorrelated.
99
First-principles studies also show that Fe [51, 52] sites, which could explain why Fe is a fast diffuser in the Zr 104 matrix. In contrast, the solutes Cr [29, 51] , Be [18] , and Ni [52] 105 prefer substitutional sites in HCP Zr. Christensen et al. ' s DFT 106 study found that Fe and Cr have a low-energy substitutional 107 configuration with a high magnetic moment and that Cr, Fe, 108 and Ni have a weakly attractive binding with a vacancy in the 109 first neighbor shell [28] , which suggests a positive coupling 110 between these solutes and vacancies. A recent study by Lu 111 et al. [29] shows that vacancy has attractive binding with Cr 112 but repulsive binding with Al and Sn, which suggests that 113 the latter two solutes could be uncorrelated with vacancy 114 fluxes; however, this correlation has not been quantified. The 115 study also shows that Cr diffuses via the interstitial mecha-116 nism, which does not explain how solute-vacancy correlation 117 could influence diffusion. There are currently no computa-118 tional studies of diffusion coefficients of Fe, Be, and Ni in 119 the Zr matrix. Further, the experimental measurements were 120 carried out at near equilibrium conditions but the dominant 121 diffusion mechanism can change under the effects of irradi-122 ation such as higher vacancy concentrations [54] [55] [56] [57] . Thus, 123 a combined study of both vacancy-mediated and interstitial 124 diffusion mechanisms, along with their vacancy concentration 125 dependence, can provide important quantitative data to model 126 transport in zirconium alloys in equilibrium and radiation 127 environments.
128
In this work, we extend a recently developed Green's func-129 tion approach [13, 58] to account for the metastable states and 130 use it with inputs computed from DFT to examine vacancy 131 and interstitial mediated diffusion of Sn, Cr, Fe, Be, Al, and 132 Ni in the Zr matrix. We also perform kinetic Monte Carlo [59] 133 (KMC) simulations for comparison with the results of the GF 134 approach. In Sec. II, we discuss our unique treatment of the 135 metastable vacancy states encountered in Zr and the defini-136 tions of solute-vacancy binding energies and transition rates. 137 Section III describes the procedure for calculating the binding 138 energies and transition rates from DFT. Section IV discusses 139 the DFT results, the diffusion coefficients, and the drag ratios 140 computed using the GF approach and KMC simulations. Our 141 results show that the vacancy-mediated diffusion coefficients 142 for Sn and Al are comparable to the experimental results. 143 The interstitial diffusion coefficients computed using the GF 144 approach and the competition between the interstitial and 145 vacancy-mediated diffusion mechanisms. Our results show 146 that the interstitial diffusion coefficients for Cr, Be, and Ni 147 in HCP Zr agree to within one order of magnitude with the 148 experimental results while those of Fe agree within two orders 149 of magnitude. The drag ratios of Cr, Fe, Be, and Ni are 150 positive, which suggests that vacancy fluxes at nonequilibrium 151 concentrations retained due to irradiation damage could drag 152 these solutes. We also predict that excess vacancies slow down 153 the interstitial diffusion and accelerate vacancy-mediated 154 diffusion. 
where 
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature in 
reduces to the relative energy of 215 metastable state without the solute: E 0i V y V j V − E 0i V .We define 216 a positive binding energy as repulsive interactions while a 217 negative binding energy denotes attractive interactions.
218
C. Transition rates
219
The minimum energy transition pathway between two 220 states goes through a saddle-point configuration in the po-221 tential energy surface and we use the harmonic transition 222 state theory [61] to compute the transition rate. We refer 223 to the saddle-point configuration as the transition state, and 224 its location along the minimum energy path as the reaction 225 coordinate. The transition rate
where
is the energy of the transition state. 231 Similarly, the transition rate
We assume that the vacancy at a metastable state only tran-235 sitions to the adjacent lattice sites. Note that the transition 236
239
The combined effect of various transition rates governs 240 the solute transport kinetics via the vacancy-mediated mech-241 anism. Vacancy-mediated diffusion of solutes requires solute-242 vacancy exchange jumps followed by reorientation jumps of 243 vacancy around the solute. Therefore, the solute diffusion co-244 efficient depends on the rate-limiting step between exchange 245 and reorientation. Solute drag occurs when the solute and 246 the vacancy diffuse as a complex. Attractive binding ener-247 gies increase the probability that vacancies migrate toward 248 the solute and form complexes. Alternatively, drag is also 249 possible when binding energies are repulsive, provided that 250 the vacancy reorientation rates around the solute are much 251 faster than the rates to escape away from the solute, which 252 increases the probability that solute and vacancy diffuse as a 253 complex.
254
Calculating the interstitial diffusion coefficient requires 255 identifying the set of interstitial sites and the transition rates 256 between them. In the dilute limit, we consider only one solute 257 diffusing in the system. Therefore, we use the translational 258 003400-3 invariance of the system to describe the complete set of states 259 using only the interstitial sites located in the unit cell. We use 260 harmonic transition state theory [61] to compute the transition 261 rate ω α-β for an interstitial to jump from a site α to another site 262 β. The minimum energy path for this jump passes through a 263 transition state α-β. The transition rate ω α-β is
where ν α-β is the attempt frequency and E m α-β is the migration
where E T α-β is the energy of the transition state and E α is the 267 energy of the initial site.
268
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
269
We perform density functional theory (DFT) calcula- 
is the DFT 338 energy of the transition state between the states 0i S x V i V and 339 x
The migration energy between a state 0i S x V i V and a 340 metastable state 0i S x V i V y V j V is given by a similar expression. 341 We compute the vibrational frequencies of the jumping 342 atom in the initial state and transition state from DFT, and 343 use these frequencies to determine the attempt frequencies. 344 We approximate the Vineyard expression [61] 
where ν * 0i S x V i V ,l are the vibrational frequencies of the jump-
vibrational frequencies of the moving atom in transition state 
where E
is the transition-state energy for a vacancy 374 jump without a solute and 0 r 1 is the reaction coordinate 375 of the transition state relative to the initial state. Similarly, 376 the LIMB approximation for the transition-state energy of a 377 vacancy jump between a lattice site and metastable state is (18) where E
is the transition-state energy for a vacancy 379 jump without a solute between a lattice site and a metastable 380 state.
381
IV. RESULTS
382
A. Vacancy migration in bulk Zr
383 Figure 1 illustrates the geometries of a single vacancy at 384 a lattice site in HCP Zr and the metastable state located along 385 the basal transition path, which is 0.52 eV higher in energy. 386 The vacancy transitions between a lattice site and metastable 387 state via basal jumps along ⟨1120⟩ directions and between 388 two lattice sites via pyramidal jumps along ⟨0223⟩ direction. 389 The basal migration barrier computed from DFT is 0.553 eV 390 Figure 2 illustrates the various possible solute-vacancy 410 complexes when the vacancy occupies the lattice sites or 411 metastable states around a solute atom, up to the seventh 412 neighbor shell in HCP Zr. The lattice sites and their multi-413 plicities (in parentheses) in increasing order of distance from 414 the solute for an ideal HCP lattice are: 1p (6), 1b (6), 2p (6), 415 3c (2), 4p (12), 4b (3) and 4b (3), 5p (12), 6b (6) , and 7p (12) . 416 Note that the sites 4b and 4b are at the same distance in the 417 unrelaxed geometry but they are symmetrically nonequivalent 418 and relax independently when a solute is introduced. There is 419 a metastable state between any two neighboring lattice sites on 420 the same basal plane, except between the solute (S) and 1b. We 421 label these metastable states using the labels of the neighbor-422 ing lattice sites; for example, the metastable state connecting 423 2p and 4p is 2p4p. Cr   1p1p  1b1b  1b1b  1p  1b  1p2p  1p4p  1b4b  1b4b  2p  2p4p  1b6b  3c  4p4p  3c5p  4p  4b  4b  2p7p  4b6b  4b6b  5p5p  5p5p  5p  4p7p  6b  7p   1p1p  1b1b  1b1b  1p  1b  1p2p  1p4p  1b4b  1b4b  2p  2p4p  1b6b  3c  4p4p  3c5p  4p  4b  4b  2p7p  4b6b  4b6b  5p5p  5p5p  5p  4p7p  6b  7p FIG. 3. Binding energies of the solute-vacancy complexes shown in Fig. 2 calculated using Eq. (12) for Sn, Cr, Fe, Be, Al, and Ni. The black bars and the black horizontal scale measure the binding energies between a solute and a vacancy at lattice sites, while the red bars and red scale are for metastable states. We shift the red scale by 0.52 eV, which is the difference between the energy of a vacancy in bulk metastable configuration and the energy of a vacancy in the ground-state configuration. The red cross indicates if there is no metastable state. For all solutes, 3c has the largest repulsive binding energy among the lattice sites. The metastable state 1b1b for Fe, Be, and Ni has lower binding energies than the lattice sites. expect isotropic diffusion for Fe and anisotropic behavior for 470 all other solutes. Moreover, the barriers are consistently higher 471 than the bulk vacancy diffusion barriers, which suggests that 472 the exchange barrier is the rate-limiting step for diffusion and 473 we expect the activation barriers for diffusion of these solutes 474 to be lower than self-diffusion in Zr. Iron is the only exception 475 where the pyramidal exchange is faster than the bulk diffusion 476 barrier. We have also listed the corresponding attempt fre-477 quencies, and these values show the largest deviations from 478 the bulk attempt frequencies for all solutes, as compared to 479 other vacancy jumps, which are away from the solute. Our 480 results for Sn, Cr, and Al agree well with those reported in a 481 recent study on diffusion in Zr [29] . Figure 7 shows that the vacancy-meditated diffusion co-542 efficients of Sn and Al are comparable to the experimen-543 tal data [45, 74] , and there is good agreement between GF 544 calculations and KMC results. Since the two methods give 545 almost identical results, we compute the results for Al and Ni 546 using only the GF method, which is faster and more accurate. Figure 8 shows that the basal and c-axis drag ratios of 595 Cr, Fe, Be, and Ni are positive while those of Sn and Al 596 are negative, and there is good agreement between the GF 597 and KMC results. Similar to the diffusion coefficients, we 598 compute the results for Al and Ni using only the GF method. A 599 positive drag ratio depends on two factors: (1) attractive bind-600 ing energies and (2) low migration barriers for the vacancy to 601 reorient around the solute compared to dissociation barriers, 602 which increases the probability that the solute and vacancy 603 diffuse as a complex. We attribute the negative drag ratios 604 of Sn and Al to the repulsive binding energies, which cause 605 vacancies to form away from the solute. The reorientation 606 jump barriers for Sn and Al are comparable to the dissociation 607 jump barriers and do not contribute to drag. For Cr, Fe, Be, and 608 Ni, even though most of the binding energies are repulsive, a 609 crucial difference is the low transition-state energies of jumps 610 between the bound states near the solute compared to jumps in 611 the farther neighbor shells. As a result, if the vacancy migrates 612 toward the solute atom, it undergoes repeated transitions 613 within the thermodynamic range of solute. Therefore, the 614 solute and vacancy diffuse as a complex instead of the vacancy 615 escaping away from the thermodynamic range. For example, a 616 common factor for these four solutes is the low barrier to jump 617 from 1b to 1b1b: 0.250 eV for Cr, 0.115 eV for Fe, 0.129 eV 618 for Be, and 0.116 eV for Ni. These barriers are much smaller 619 than the escape barriers, which are close to 0.5 eV. Therefore, 620 Cr, Fe, Be, and Ni can exhibit drag via vacancy fluxes in the 621 HCP Zr matrix. 622 Figure 9 shows that the drag ratios change significantly 623 depending on the model used to approximate the energy land-624 scape, even though the changes in diffusion coefficients may 625 be negligible. We find that replacing the double-humped bar-626 rier with a single transition that uses the maximum transition-627 state energy closely approximates the results with all states 628 included. The largest changes are for the basal drag ratios of 629 Sn, with differences between 0.18 to 0.25 for 600 K to 1235 K. 630 Substituting the metastable state energy for transition states 631 results in increased deviations, most notable for Sn, Be, and 632 003400-9 . We show the activation barriers as sum of two values, where the first value is the contribution from the vacancy-formation energy and the second value includes contributions from the binding energy and the dominant migration barriers in the diffusion calculations. For Sn, Cr, Fe, and Be, we compare the diffusivities computed using GF and KMC, and the results are in good agreement. We also plot the available experimental data for Sn [45] and Al [74] . The diffusivity is nearly isotropic for all solutes except Sn. Figure 10 shows that the calculated interstitial solute dif-673 fusion coefficients for Cr, Be, and Ni agree with the experi-674 mental measurements within one order of magnitude, while 675 [40, 41] , Fe [42, 43] , Be [75] , and Ni [43, 44] in Zr. The basal and c-axis diffusivities and the corresponding activation barriers (Q) are in black and red, respectively. The experimental diffusivities from polycrystalline samples are in blue. We write the activation barriers for Cr, Be, and Ni as sum of two values; the first value is the energy of the ground-state interstitial site relative to the substitutional site; the second value corresponds to the dominant migration barrier; we skip this notation for Fe because the interstitial sites are lower in energy. The diffusivities for Cr, Be, and Ni agree well with the experimental data. The VASP and CASTEP calculations for Fe are in good agreement but the calculated diffusion coefficients are two orders of magnitude higher than the experimental data. Burr et al. [51] used DFT calculations to demonstrate that 
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Al. In particular, the c-axis drag ratio of Be becomes negative
698
For Ni, we found single-crystal diffusivity measurements at 699 one temperature only [44] . Therefore, it is difficult to make 700 valid comparisons with experiments regarding the diffusion 701 anisotropy of Be and Ni in Zr. Lastly, we expect the val-702 ues of the activation barriers to be similar to the dominant 703 migration barriers. However, we note that only Be and Ni 704 show this behavior but the activation barriers for Cr and Fe 705 are smaller than the dominant migration barriers. The reason 706 for this anomaly is that at high temperatures, the probability 707 of occupying the higher energy sites for these solutes is 708 comparable to that of the ground state, because the site energy 709 differences are similar to k B T . As a result, the average energy 710 of the interstitial site is higher than the ground-state energy, 711 and consequently, the activation barriers are smaller than the 712 dominant migration barriers. 
If the solutes and vacancies are in local equilibrium through 732 this reaction, then we can apply the law of mass action to find
for a temperature-dependent reaction constant k and activities 
where the term in parentheses depends only on temperature.
742
We plot the fractional concentrations in Fig. 11 
The contribution from interstitial diffusion f S i D S i scales with 765 c −1
V , while the contribution from vacancy-mediated diffusion 766 f S Zr D S Zr scales with c V . Therefore, excess vacancies mod-767 ify the contributions from different diffusion mechanisms 768 and a sufficiently high vacancy concentration may cause the 769 vacancy-mediated diffusion mechanism to dominate even if 770 the interstitial diffusion mechanism dominates at equilibrium. 771 Figure 12 shows nonmonotonic behavior of diffusion with 772 increasing vacancy concentration connected to changes in 773 the dominant diffusion mechanism. The excess vacancies 774 decrease the concentration of solute at interstitial sites while 775 increasing the substitutional sites. As a result, the contribution 776 from interstitial diffusion decreases while the contribution 777 from vacancy-mediated diffusion increases. Since the inter-778 stitial mechanism dominates at equilibrium, the diffusion 779 decreases until both mechanisms contribute equally. Fur-780 ther increases in vacancy concentration causes the vacancy-781 mediated mechanism to dominate and the diffusion coefficient 782 increases. The slowdown in interstitial diffusion due to ex-783 cess vacancies may provide an alternate explanation for the 784 discrepancy between theoretical predictions and experimental 785 measurements for Fe diffusion in Zr, as high vacancy concen-786 tration would contribute to slower diffusion. the sixth neighbor shell is essential to correctly predict the 806 drag ratios for solutes such as Sn, Cr, Be, and Al. The transport 807 coefficients calculated in this work can inform higher length-808 scale models which study microstructural changes such as 809 solute segregation, growth of precipitates, etc.
787
VI. CONCLUSION
810
For the first time, we demonstrate the effect of irradiation 811 on the atomic scale diffusion mechanisms by combining 812 the interstitial diffusivities computed in this study and the 813 vacancy-mediated diffusivities. We predict that a nonequilib-814 rium vacancy concentration can slow down interstitial diffu-815 sion and accelerate vacancy-mediated diffusion and that a suf-816 ficiently high radiation-induced vacancy concentration could 817 change the dominant diffusion mechanism. The combined 818 results of interstitial and vacancy-mediated diffusion can also 819 003400-14 inform higher length-scale models, which allow for the mod- 
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All of the computational data are available in a publicly 841 accessible database [77] . ther out. Since we are interested in temperatures above 600 K, 858 we set our error tolerance to ± k B T at T = 600 K, marked 859 by the dotted lines on the figure. For Sn, LIMB agrees well 860 with DFT for all the jumps. In cases of Cr, Be, and Al, LIMB 861 disagrees with DFT for 1p-1b and 1b-2p but the difference 862 is within tolerance for further jumps. In cases of Fe and Ni, 863 LIMB disagrees with DFT for almost all jumps out of 1b 864 and 1p but agrees within tolerance for the 2p-4b jump. We 865 use DFT energies for the transitions shown in Fig. 13 but use 866 LIMB to approximate the further transitions such as 4p-4b, 867 2p-5p, 4p-5p, etc. We use the attempt frequencies of the bulk 868 pyramidal jump for the interpolated transitions in the LIMB 869 approximation.
870 Figure 14 shows an overall good agreement between LIMB 871 predictions using Eq. (18) Figure 15 shows that LIMB predictions using Eq. (17) 917 We kept all other simulation parameters the same as those re-918 ported in Ref. [51] . We use supercells containing 96, 150, and 919 288 Zr atoms (4 × 4 × 3, 5 × 5 × 3, and 6 × 6 × 4 replicas 920 of the conventional unit cell). We keep the k-point density 921 as constant as possible across the three supercells, using 922 003400-16 [4049], and we assume that the solute occupies the first basis site. We list the multiplicity of each state, a representative vector which describes the state relative to the position of the solute in Miller Bravais notation, and the distance between the solute and the vacancy (or the solute and the moving Zr atom for metastable state). The full set of symmetry equivalent vectors can be obtained using point group operations to transform the representative vector. Note that the set of vectors changes when the solute occupies the second basis site, and the space group operations transform the first set of vectors into the second set. Figure 16 shows that finite-size effect lowers the Sn-951 vacancy binding energies by less than 25 meV for most con-952 figurations and Table IV 
